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Quotes
There is no such thing as success or failure - the success is in the challenge itself.

SHINGO KAMIMURA
Teacher, Research Director, Japan
Teachers have the power to shape students smile.

Aurel, Student, Indonesia
It is irresponsible to hold teachers solely accountable for outcomes for which they have limited control. Teachers work within an ecosystem which shapes what is possible in the classroom.

A. L. IN GOODWIN
Dean, University of Hong Kong
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In student-teacher relationships, getting to know each other is the beginning of many solutions.

Manuel, Student, Portugal
If we don't give space to failure and mistakes, there is no space for real learning.

Ayumi, Student, Japan
Living through COVID, we all need to be informed, resilient, adaptable, compassionate and to be critical thinkers – assessment must support future learning in everything that matters.

LOUISE HAYWARD
Professor, University of Glasgow
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At its heart, teaching and learning is about relationships, in the classroom and beyond. Connections between teachers and students and their communities are essential to build positive futures.

Suzanne Dillon, Chair of the OECD Global Forum Future of Education and Skills 2030
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If everything changes, but assessment is the same, the curriculum won’t respond to past and present needs.

João Costa, Deputy Minister of Education, Portugal
Assessment needs to reflect real life. In real life you’re given a problem, and you use the resources around you to solve it.

Katarina, Student, Denmark